Abstract: Many organizations are increasingly relying on design simulation rather than expensive and time-consuming prototype testing for product evaluation. However, uncertainties in analytical and computational methods need to be understood in order to improve confidence in their use, and models need to be validated. This paper presents a case study of a MacPherson strut automotive suspension analysis, and evaluates the uncertainties in the modelling of this complex dynamic problem using a simplified analytical model and a complex computational model. In both cases, variability in design variables is characterized using probabilistic design methods. As a first step, the model variables are described by assumed datasets, which are collated from several sources such as tolerances specified in drawings, expert opinion, published data, etc. Measurement of the properties of the suspension system components is then performed (spring stiffness, damping coefficient, etc.), and the statistical parameters so obtained are used in probabilistic calculations for specified time sequences from measured test track road load data. The results are used to accumulate evidence of uncertainties in analytical and computational methods, to correlate predicted results to experimental data for vehicle chassis top mount force, and to derive sensitivity measures. A response surface function is approximated which is useful for parametric studies for new variants of the system studied. Sources of uncertainty in this case study and methods for improving the correlations are then suggested.
INTRODUCTION
replacement of physical testing. An improved characterization of uncertainties in design simulations and understanding of the physical system are therefore Many organizations are increasingly relying on design crucial in order to increase confidence in engineering simulation rather than expensive and time-consuming analyses. This suggests the need for better characprototype testing in their product development terization of uncertainty in both data and modelling process. An important design issue concerns how representations in the analytical models in order for engineering companies should best make use of the the effect of uncertainty on system performance to emerging analytical capabilities of modern computer be fully investigated. Understanding uncertainty and aided engineering (CAE) systems in order to improve variability in engineering analyses will ultimately confidence in simulation. Current rhetoric suggests improve the virtual modelling of products and reduce that such systems are capable of simulating all the the costs associated with physical prototyping and important characteristics of engineering artefacts.
testing, seen as a competitive edge for the automotive However, experience with the application of CAE tools industry [1] . and, in particular, comparison of analytical results Uncertainty or variability in data representation and experimental measurements suggests that, until could be best facilitated through probabilistic design the uncertainty and variability in engineering analyses methods. Probabilistic design methods, as opposed are fully understood, the capabilities of analytical to deterministic approaches, better account for tools will not be adequate to allow the wholesale variability in the analysis variables [2] . Probabilistic (or statistical) designing makes use of variability variables determined from tests on statistically large the issues in a typical application -in developing a framework exploring how uncertainty in data and sample sizes. The capability is now available to carry out probabilistic analysis that reflects present undermodel representations could be characterized more effectively, given current design and manufacturing standing of the uncertainties in loads, materials properties, geometry, etc. In this respect, the developpractices.
The case study -on the analysis of the front ment of a software tool called NESSUS to facilitate a wide range of probabilistic techniques in engineering suspension system for a vehicle from an industrial collaborator -was used to demonstrate the application applications is observed [3] .
In this paper, variability in the case study design of probabilistic techniques to the analysis of a complex system and to explore correlation of analytical variables is characterized by probabilistic methods and propagated through analytical and computational results to experimental data. The suspension system studied is of an independent MacPherson strut type. models to evaluate the effects of variability on the system performance parameter. Two sets of variability
In order to accumulate evidence of uncertainties in analytical and computational methods, the suspendata were used to describe the design variables, representing present understanding of the variability sion system was modelled with a simplified analytical approach and a commercial software package for in these. The first dataset was estimated from published sources, manufacturing tolerances specimulti-body system simulation (MSC.ADAMS), which has probabilistic design capabilities such as design fied, the suppliers, in-house tests conducted by the collaborating company, and expert opinion only of experiments (DOE) and Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). These models were used to predict how where necessary. This dataset is termed the 'assumed variables'. Then, experiments were carried out on variability in input parameters affects variability in predicted response of the system. The road load small samples of the components to verify the assumed variables for improved understanding of data (RLD) measured at wheel spindles served as the forcing function in both models. This semivariability. This dataset is referred to as the 'measured variables'.
analytical approach (with deterministic load) allowed for better understanding of the model uncertainties. Uncertainty in modelling representation, on the other hand, is somewhat less established, although it
To draw correlation between the models and to collect uncertainty information, the predicted responses from is widely accepted that modelling is a simplification and approximation of complex physical systems [4] [5] [6] both the simplified and ADAMS models were compared with experimental vertical top mount load data and that model validation is important [7, 8] . In many situations, uncertainty associated with mathmeasured for the system subjected to similar road load input. The results from probabilistic analysis for ematical models is not fully understood, e.g. invalid assumptions and violated constraints, and, if underboth models are presented with their corresponding probability distribution functions (PDFs), and the stood, not efficiently characterized. A better characterization of the uncertainty in these models is therefore discrepancies in predicted results compared with experimental measurements are also included to imperative so that the uncertainty information is readily available to engineers when solving partiindicate the relative magnitudes of uncertainties in these models. cular problems. Recent research into uncertainty modelling using Bayesian inference and DempsterSensitivity analysis was then conducted to identify critical parameters, with ranking of their contributions Shafer evidence theory [9, 10] employs subjective judgement to account for modelling deficiencies to the variability in the performance parameter. This information is useful in improving the efficiency of based on expert opinion. In the current research, it is proposed that a more proactive method of systematic probabilistic analysis and in guiding efforts in data collection. Further analysis to identify an approxirecording and mapping of uncertainty is required to facilitate the incorporation of uncertainty into mation function, called a response surface function (RSF), was carried out. This model is useful for fast the framework of knowledge management. A full evaluation of uncertainty in analytical and comevaluation of new variants of the system studied and provides a rapid means of sensitivity analysis. putational models, however, is only possible when more experimental evidence becomes available.
Sources of uncertainty contributing to the modelling deficiency in this case study are discussed subThis indicates a need for a systematic collection of validation information such as modelling error and sequently. One of the collaborating company's objectives was to predict the response of a similar data variability in order to facilitate better characterization of uncertainty and variability. This paper rear suspension, where experimentally measured response is not available in this case. The validated reports part of the work -a case study illustrating model could be used to predict the response of a rear insight into effects of variability, which is important for designers to make informed decisions regarding suspension unit subjected to similar road load input, with some variations in the suspension component the effects of design changes. The ADAMS half-car suspension model used in properties. Estimates of confidence in the results and the validated model are useful for initial design this case study consists of 37 degrees of freedom (DOF), with 32 moving parts in the model. In the evaluations of a variant system, so that prototype testing could be avoided in the early stages of the model, the top mounts are fixed and the connections between parts are described by joints of various product development process.
types. The model consists of a database of all the part definitions (geometry, inertial properties, characteristics, variations, etc). Non-linear relationships 2 SUSPENSION SYSTEM MODELLING describing the characteristics of the components are entered as splines in ADAMS, and instantaneous A full vehicle simulation can be simplified to simuvalues are interpolated from spline data. The half-car lation of subsystems (suspension systems, chassis/ suspension model in ADAMS is illustrated in Fig. 1 . body, etc.) to facilitate independent analysis and to increase computational efficiency [11] . It also results
Simplified model in a less complicated model and minimizes the
The simplified model developed for this case study possibilities of errors and time to identify errors. is a mathematical model that describes the dynamics Even so, the quarter-or half-vehicle suspension of a quarter-car suspension using a set of differential model consists of many independent parts, and the equations representing the equations of motion. The equations of motion describing its dynamics are purpose of developing a simplified model is to draw very complex. A half-vehicle model was used in correlation with experimental measurement and to MSC.ADAMS while a quarter-car model was used as verify its uncertainty with respect to the complex the simplified model to describe the front suspension computational model in ADAMS. The simplified dynamics in this case study.
model also provides a 'crude' transfer function for When a suspension system is subjected to RLD, fast sensitivity measures to guide data collection in force will be transmitted through several components, the initial design phase to reduce computational i.e. the coil spring, damper strut, jounce bumpers, time and resources. Generally, a two-mass model is etc., to the top mount. The top mount is fitted to the a popular representation of a quarter-car system as chassis via three studs that locate in mating holes in it effectively represents the two dominant modes the inner wing turret. The prediction of the mount (sprung mass and wheel) [13] . The model consists of load onto the chassis is important in vehicle design two lumped masses (sprung and unsprung mass), and analysis as it represents the interface of two subtwo springs (main and tyre spring rate), and a systems, i.e. the load transfer from the suspension damper. In this case study, since the measured input system to the carbody. The performance parameter forcing function is located at the wheel spindle, the (response of interest) in this analysis is the front mass that represents the wheel could be disregarded, suspension vertical mount load.
MSC.ADAMS model
MSC.ADAMS is a general-purpose multi-body system (MBS) simulation software that allows the simulation, understanding, and quantification of the performance of mechanical systems [12] . The task of multi-body dynamics simulation is to solve the simultaneous differential equations governing the dynamics of a system. A computational model in ADAMS exists for the purpose of modelling the suspension system in the collaborating company, but is currently only used in a deterministic mode to predict the mount load. The system parameters are all assumed at nominal values with no variability In probabilistic analysis, the design variframe. The force exerted on the wheel spindle centre is transmitted through several components to the top ables are sampled from the probability distributions for each parameter which are either assumed or mount, which is constrained from movement in this model (as in the ADAMS half-vehicle model). The measured from testing. The most common type of probability distribution in engineering problems is major force components in this model are the coil spring, damper, and jounce and rebound bumpers.
the normal distribution, but Weibull and lognormal are useful in characterizing skewed data as they The top mount force at normal vertical wheel travel may be expressed as incorporate shape parameters for more flexibility [14] . For the suspension case study, there are eight design variations in geometrical parameters and manufacturing tolerances are relatively small, they seldom The positions where jounce and rebound bumpers are activated are included in the model, such that contribute much to the variations in forces and are therefore considered less sensitive parameters here. the dynamics of the system changes at these two hard points, which are derived from the information One of the key criteria in probabilistic analysis is the optimum selection of design variables. Too obtained from drawings of the assembly and parts. The non-linear force-displacement characteristics of many design variables may increase the model size enormously, while ignoring important variables may the components are approximated by sixth-degree polynomials. The freebody diagram used as a simpliresult in the loss of valuable information. As expected, variability information is not readily fied model of the quarter-car suspension in this case study is illustrated in Fig. 2 along with the notation available owing to the current practice of deterministic design practised in most design domains. As used in the diagram. a first step, the variability for design variables in this described by its characteristic probability distribution, is multiplied with the nominal non-linear relationship case study is estimated from several sources such as tolerances specified in drawings, expert opinion, to produce the desired magnitude and variability. Therefore, a higher dispersion (increased variability) published data, etc. Table 1 gives this assumed variability in each design variable. It is assumed that all in the design variable is observed as the magnitude of the design variable increases. This situation is the variables are normally distributed owing to lack of data availability and small sample sizes used in seen as realistic as all random functions are forced through the origin, and variability in real systems is testing. The coefficient of variation, C v , is a parameter obtained when standard deviation is divided generally proportional to its magnitude, as observed in Fig. 4 . by mean. Multiplying a design variable of constant value with a constant C v results in a constant standard In order to verify the assumed variables and to substantiate present understanding of variability in deviation. However, when a non-linear design variable is multiplied with a constant C v , a standard deviation design variables, small samples of the components were tested in the laboratory. These are referred that is proportional to the magnitude of the design variable is obtained. Since the force-displacement to as measured variables. Variables that are not measured will remain as assumed variables and relationships for the jounce and rebound bumpers and the bush at top mount are highly non-linear, the should be verified if the corresponding components are available for testing. From the data collected, design variables used in probabilistic analysis are their corresponding C v with normalized mean values some statistical analysis was conducted to determine the best distributions that characterize each instead of the actual design parameters, as for DV 2 , DV 4
, DV 6 , and DV 8 in Table 1 . This random variable, of the design variables. A statistical package called 'FastFitter' [15] has been used for this purpose. Based on the statistical data entered, the software searches through a set of distributions and gives the respective correlation coefficient, r, when the data are fitted with each distribution. The best-fit distribution is one with r closest to 1. The FastFitter software also gives equivalent normal parameters for the data entered. The measured normal distribution parameters are also tabulated in Table 1 . These means and standard deviations are subsequently used pseudorandomly to generate the values according to the required sample size for each of the design variables.
Coil spring
The coil spring in a suspension unit is retained in Fig. 3 Test apparatus to measure the force-displacea partially compressed condition on the damper, ment relationship for a jounce bumper located between a fabricated spring seat and the top mount plate. The coil spring has a linear forceWhen the jounce bumper was compressed at a quasidisplacement relationship, with an assumed nominal static rate, 0.08 mm/s, the dynamic effects of dampconstant spring stiffness of 28.6 N/mm. Six coil ing should have been eliminated from the model, springs were tested to collect the variability inforgiving a non-linear force-displacement (non-linear mation in the spring stiffness. A biaxial Roell Amsler spring stiffness) curve in static loading condition. HCT25 tension-torsion machine was used to comThe force-displacement data for all 20 jounce press the coil spring at a constant rate of 0.08 mm/s bumpers are shown in Fig. 4 up to a maximum disin the vertical direction. As more components were placement of 32 mm. At this displacement, the bestnot available for testing, the small sample size had fitting PDF to the histographic data using FastFitter to be proceeded with, bearing in mind that the small is a three-parameter Weibull as shown in Fig. 5 . sample size could introduce some uncertainty in the Equivalent normal mean and standard deviation modelling of this design variable. data are transferred to Table 1 as a measured dataset. When the forcing rate is increased, the jounce 3.2 Jounce and rebound bumpers bumper damping becomes effective, and this gives an increased force measured through the machine The jounce bumper is fitted to the damper to prevent shock loads when the vehicle traverses a bump, and spindle, which includes both the static and dynamic loads. This increase in measured stress versus strain hence it is only compressed at large positive vertical wheel travel. The jounce bumper is manufactured at higher strain rates for polyurethane elastomers is also provided in references [16] and [17] . The from a polyurethane elastomer and has a highly non-linear force-displacement relationship, such jounce bumper was initially modelled with a classical viscoelastic Voigt model [18] . The force due to dampthat it becomes progressively hard to compress at extreme jounce travel. The jounce bumper acts in ing can be calculated from the difference between measured force (in dynamic loading) and static load parallel to the coil spring when activated. The resultant spring characteristic then becomes non-linear obtained previously. The damping coefficient, C, can then be calculated from the equation when the vertical wheel travel exceeds the impact length of the jounce bumper. Rebound bumpers, F measured =F static +F dynamic =Kx+Cẋ (2) on the other hand, act in extreme rebound conditions. The rebound bumper was not available for Not all jounce bumpers tested gave the expected damping coefficient. This may be due to the testing, and hence is modelled using the C v of the jounce bumper (assuming similar variability), but insufficiency of the model in correctly modelling the complex dynamic properties of the polyurethane with its own nominal force-displacement relationship. The sample size available for measuring jounce material of the jounce bumper. The stiffness and damping property of polyurethane were known to bumper stiffness and damping was 20, which gives a reasonable approximation of the population statistics.
vary with temperature, strain rate, frequency, ageing, etc. [17, 18] . For the purpose of this case study, a The test apparatus to measure the stiffness and damping properties of the jounce is shown in Fig. 3 .
few realistic cases were isolated to extract mean and bush and damper variables in the measured datasets are similar to the assumed dataset, as shown in Table 1 .
RLD and top mount force experimental data
The experimental measurements of RLD were available from the proving ground for a 1 h period. This input force was measured at each wheel spindle centre by wheel force transducers in three principal axes with a sampling rate of 409.6 Hz. The top In the experimental set-up, the vehicle was lifted by its body and the wheels were allowed to C v values. These values were used in subsequent hang freely. The signals were zeroed under this analysis described by measured variables. Several 'wheel rebound' condition. The vehicle was then well-established methods of modelling complex lowered onto its wheels and dynamic signals were viscoelastic materials are given in reference [18] , measured, including the effects of dead weight and other methods, for example, using a con-(preload). In this case study, only one set of experistitutive matrix in finite element analysis (FEA) and mental tower load data was measured from one a system identification technique [16, 19] , are under vehicle, representing only one of the possible random development.
systems. However, the measured system gives no indication of the actual PDF for this response since 3.3 Bush at top mount and damper the actual value of each key parameter in this system was also not available. Ideally, for uncertainty evaluThe main function of the rubber bushes in the suspension assembly is to reduce noise and to proation purposes, the system configuration of the test vehicle has to be determined and more random vide improved ride quality by filtering out vibrations due to the increasing stiffness of the damper at physical systems should be measured. Unfortunately, this information is not available in this case study high frequency. The force-displacement relationship for the bushes is non-linear. Its variation was not owing to cost and time commitments in testing. RLD was imported to ADAMS and the simplified measured here but will be measured in further tests.
The damper restricts the flow of hydraulic fluid model to represent the forcing function for two time durations, 0-10 s and 60-85 s, the latter reflecting through a series of orifices within the damper. The damping property is obtained by resistance to fluid more adverse road conditions where the jounce bumper is activated. The top mount force was also movement. The force-velocity relationship for the strut damper is also a non-linear one. The variation transferred to a data file for the 0-10 s time duration for comparison with predicted results using the in damping coefficient was not measured in this exercise but was gathered from expert opinion. The various models/datasets.
DETERMINATION OF TOP MOUNT FORCE
on the right unit were held at their corresponding nominal mean values. This was done in order to STATISTICS reduce the variability caused by rolling effects, as this was not modelled in the simplified quarter-car model.
Application of Latin hypercube sampling to
For the simplified model, variability in the design ADAMS and simplified models variables is taken into account by reading input files Owing to the long simulation time required for that contain the same 100 random systems, generated running an analysis in ADAMS, it is impractical from the LHS subroutine and used in the ADAMS to implement a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) model, into the simplified model. The design variroutine which typically requires 104 iterations or ables are updated at each iteration to generate 100 more. There have been many methods proposed in responses, which gives insights into the variability in the literature to improve the efficiency of MCS using the top mount force when the system is subjected to variance reduction techniques [20] [21] [22] . Latin hypera deterministic road load input but consists of varicube sampling (LHS), first published by McKay [23] , able system parameters. This analytical simplified is one of the most popular such techniques used in model is also programmed in VB. reliability engineering. LHS is a stratified without replacement method and results in more even sampling throughout the sampling region by dividing 4.2 Top mount force prediction it into strata of equal probability. Each stratum is Deterministic load histories for the top mount force sampled only once, reducing the number of iterations that were obtained from nominal systems for the to the number of strata specified by the user [24] .
simplified model, the ADAMS model, and experiIn this work, 100 samples of each design variable mental measurement are shown overlaid in Fig. 6 (DV) were pseudorandomly generated from an LHS for the 0-10 s time frame. Both the ADAMS and routine written in Visual Basic (VB), which was simplified models are simulated using a time step developed specifically for this case study application.
of 0.05 s, and therefore higher-frequency noise as It should be noted that some parameters may be observed in the experimental measurement is not correlated in real life, for instance the stiffness and present. damping of the same jounce bumper. This effect is
As the interest in this case study is to evaluate taken into account when pairing the design variables the effects of statistical variations on the top mount so that a more realistic system is simulated. A correforce predictions from analytical and computational lation matrix could be specified to define correlations models (when correlated to experimental measureamong variables using the rank order suggested by ment), the performance parameters are the average Iman and Conover [25] . and range of the vertical top mount force over a In ADAMS, the matrix of design variables is stationary period. imported into ADAMS/Insight for probabilistic analysis. ADAMS/Insight is an extension product in 1. Average. The average top mount force is the mean MSC.ADAMS that has built-in capability to execute of the load history over a stationary time period. the MCS, but only the normal and uniform distriThe reason for using this performance parameter butions could be generated automatically (in version is to study the mean shifts between the simplified 12.0). As mentioned previously, the normal distriand ADAMS models and the measured expeributions are commonly used to describe engineering mental load history. This performance parameter variables and are the only type of distribution used indicates uncertainty and the confidence in the to describe the design variables in this case study. models. However, some data are skewed in nature and need 2. Range. The range of top mount force is the differto be characterized by other types of distribution. A ence between the maximum and minimum force wider range of distributions could be generated during the stationary time period. This perexternally to describe each variable, and the resulting formance parameter will indicate the effect of matrix could be imported to ADAMS/Insight workvariability on the extremes, important for failure space. This method allows for more flexibility and predictions and fatigue analysis. An alternative control in the design variables. This method uses the parameter could be the peak force during the same model as in a deterministic analysis, with the same stationary time period. design variables updated at each iteration. It should be noted that only the left suspension unit paraThe PDFs of load history averages for each model evaluated from 100 systems are presented in Fig. 7 . meters were varied in this analysis. All parameters The PDFs of average top mount force predictions response is unknown. All comparisons are referred to this unique experimental measurement. It is observed from the same ADAMS and simplified models with measured variables but for a different time frame that all the models have uncertainty of varying magnitude when compared with the experimental (60-85 s) are shown in Fig. 8 . The average forces obtained from nominal systems (using mean values) result. Discrepancies between the predicted responses and the experimental measurement are indicated by arrows in the same figure. Owing to the lack of of nominal systems and the unique experimental point are summarized in Table 2 . The results give knowledge about the actual design variables in the experimental system and only one physical system an indication of the magnitude of uncertainty in the predicted results owing to data and modelling tested, the actual PDF of the experimental system representations. On the model representation it is 4.3 Sensitivity analysis (SA) observed that the results predicted from the ADAMS Design of experiments (DOE) involves a parametric model are consistently closer to the experimental study of the effects of various variables on the parapoint than those from the simplified model. The commeters of interest, effectively a sensitivity analysis. A plex description of suspension system dynamics in sensitivity analysis is useful to give insights into the ADAMS has eliminated some uncertainties inherent in contributions of variability in each design variable to the 1DOF simplified model. On data representation, the variability in the performance parameter. The the variability observed in the response from both linear relationships of the performance parameters models with assumed variables is only marginally and the design variables were investigated here. lower than the response from corresponding models
The two-level full factorial design adopted in this with measured variables. This suggests the validity of paper for fitting a linear model required 2k runs, initial statistical data collection from several sources, where k is the number of design variables or factors. without conducting any tests on specimens. However, More comprehensive literature on this topic may the systematic shifts (discrepancies) between experibe found in references [26] and [27] . Sensitivity mental measurement and models with measured analysis in ADAMS was implemented using the variables are reduced. This represents an improved built-in DOE in ADAMS/Insight. There are eight understanding of the design variables, which reduces factors (corresponding to each design variable) in uncertainty between predicted results and the experimental measurement.
the ADAMS model, requiring 256 experiments to fit a linear model. For the simplified model, when the design parameters quickly, and better to understand the performance of the products designed. From variables are perturbed using the finite difference method, some rapid sensitivity relationships may be Fig. 9 the variation in average top mount force has the highest sensitivity towards coil spring stiffness obtained. However, this method is only accurate when the variables are not correlated. Owing to the corre-(DV 1 ). This is logical as the main load transfer from road input to the chassis is via the coil spring. lation between some variables in this analysis, a full DOE was conducted. The same 2k factorial design Figure 10 shows sensitivity results for the range of top mount force for different time frames obtained was implemented in the simplified model to obtain sensitivity measures. There are six design variables from the ADAMS model with the measured variables.
Since the dynamics of the suspension is different in in the simplified model, requiring 64 experimental runs to fit a linear model. these time frames, the sensitivity plots show different rankings of importance. Coil spring stiffness (DV 1 ) Sensitivity results for average top mount force to each design variable at different time frames and with remains the main factor in determining the variability of the range, while jounce bumper damping different models and variable sets are summarized in Fig. 9 . Sensitivity results are important to guide further and stiffness effects (DV 3 and DV 2 ) become more significant during the 60-85 s period owing to more data collection, to evaluate the impact of changes in Fig. 9 Sensitivity analyses using the average top mount force from various models, data, and time frames 
x n observed in the average and range of the top mount force and is a crucial variable to be included when (5) a simple probabilistic analysis is carried out in the The variance analysis gives s average =21.90 N, which is early stage of design evaluations.
close to s average =20.63 N obtained from 100 samples in ADAMS. The PDFs from the actual simulation 4.4 Parametric modelling of the top mount force and response surface function for 0-10 s average performance parameters in ADAMS model with Subsequent analysis of the DOE results leads to a measured variables are illustrated in Fig. 11 . Since this parametric model for the required performance is a linear approximation model, some uncertainty is function. A parametric model, also called a response inherent in the parametric model. Inclusion of crosssurface function, is a simplified mathematical function terms and higher-order terms could improve the (usually a polynomial) approximating the actual accuracy of the parametric model, and they should complex performance function such as the ADAMS be included if these factors have significant conmodel. It significantly reduces the simulation time in tributions to the performance parameter. Time taken probabilistic analysis and is therefore useful for fast to evaluate the performance function (in ADAMS evaluations of the variant of the system studied. In especially) is significantly reduced with the parathis case study, first-degree polynomials as functions metric model. This is useful in evaluating design of the design variables were obtained for the average changes quickly when one or more of the design and range performance parameter from the linear variables change during design iteration, but the DOE analysis. The linear RSFs without cross-terms model is only valid for the design space studied (interactions) obtained from the ADAMS model (±3s from mean values in this case study). with measured variables for 0-10 s performance parameters are
There is an observed 7.68 per cent discrepancy in the nominal ADAMS model and 14.14 per cent Range=6181.08−96.55DV 1 −107.50DV 2 −0.25DV 3 discrepancy in the nominal simplified model, both +7.70e-14DV 4 +9.51e-16DV 5 +244.79DV 6 with measured variables, when compared with single experimental measurement for load history average +86.00DV 7 −583.83DV 8 (4) in 0-10 s. This correlation suggests that moderate confidence in each model is justified when used These equations can then be used to derive an approximate variability in the performance parato predict the response of suspension variants if measured load history is not available, for instance, meter using variance analysis. The variance analysis Table 2 show an increment in the respective models when the preload is a variable, but the differences load restricted the comparison of the model predictions to a unique system performance. This unique between simplified and ADAMS models have been reduced. For 60-85 s with variable preload, C v for system measured could lie anywhere within the variability range described by its PDF. The discrepancies both models with measured variables is found to be the closest (F=1.51). F-tests show that the variances evaluated based on this unique experimental point given in Table 2 served as an indication of the relative from these two models (60-85 s) are not statistically different at a 99 per cent confidence level (F<1.60). magnitude of uncertainties in the corresponding data and modelling representations. Although the test
In order to explain the systematic shifts observed between predicted results and the experimental vehicle should not be assumed to be representative of a mean value, it could be concluded that the corremeasurement, several sources of uncertainty in ADAMS and simplified models are outlined in the lations will improve if this unique system is a 'lower bound', and the opposite if it is an 'upper bound'.
following sections. With the sources of uncertainty identified and systematically mapped throughout The variability in the performance parameter predicted, C v , is also tabulated in Table 2 . It is observed the analytical activities, modelling errors and the contribution of each assumption or simplification that C v values in predicted average response from the simplified model are generally higher compared towards the observed discrepancy between experimental and model predictions could be better characwith the ADAMS model, even though identical variability in the input data is propagated through terized. This improved understanding of uncertainties in data and model representations will ultimately the models, except for the omission of bush stiffness and damping in the simplified model. These factors increase confidence in simulation-based analysis to achieve reliable virtual modelling of products. are, however, confirmed to be insensitive in the sensitivity results from ADAMS. Statistical test of variance, F-tests, conducted suggest different vari-5.1.1 ADAMS model ances for both models with assumed and measured variables, for the two time frames. Sensitivity results
In this analysis, only variations in the left suspension parameters are included, whereas the right suspenshow that the coil spring stiffness (DV 1 ) contributes most to the variability observed in the performance sion parameters assumed nominal values. In reality, however, the corresponding parameters on the right parameters studied in this paper. Since the preload is largely determined by the coil spring stiffness, suspension vary randomly as well as the left suspension. Variable rolling effects resulting from random including variability in the preload affects the variability in the performance parameter. Figure 12 pairing of left and right variables will affect the
Fig. 12
Top mount force PDFs for 100 random systems using simplified and ADAMS models and assumed and measured data compared with experimental measurement (0-10 s) with a variable preload magnitude of the performance parameter in this case mine the best fit for the set of data. The only drawback is the amount of time and resources required study, the top mount force. An improved model could to run a large number of simulations. Numerical incorporate the effects of variability on both front integrations used in solving differential equations also suspensions, but the number of iterations may need introduce some truncation and round-off errors [3] . to increase to include more random events.
Both the ADAMS and simplified models are constrained at the top mount. This means that the top
Simplified model mount force predicted does not include the body
There is a significantly smaller number of DOF in the mass inertia, i.e. the top mount is not allowed to simplified model, which means the model will not move. In reality, floating body inertia applies, and have accounted for the dynamics of all components therefore including the force due to acceleration at in the suspension unit. The commonly used lumped centre of gravity will result in a more accurate model. parameter model could be improved by using a A Runge-Kutta algorithm can solve the simplified reduced-order model with equivalent parameters model with mass acceleration included.
proposed by Kim and Ro [30] . In the ADAMS model, In the models discussed, the parts are assumed to be RLD from three principal directions are applied rigid. Ignoring the flexibility of the top mount plate, at both wheel spindles. However, the simplified subframe, and lower control arm could introduce model in this case study includes only the vertical uncertainty into the top mount force predicted as load transfer, and therefore strut inclination is not these are not fully rigid as assumed. The inclusion modelled. This is about 5°(the highest) in the y-z of flexible parts is feasible in ADAMS by importing plane in the equilibrium position, and the angle will an external FEA modal neutral file, .mnf, or by autoincrease with increase in positive vertical wheel matically creating discrete parts with basic shapes travel. Kim et al. [31] discuss this and other effects in ADAMS/View. Medepalli and Rao [28] illustrated of the suspension structure on the accuracy of the improvements in load predictions using a flexible simplified quarter-car suspension model. frame as opposed to a rigid frame when correlated
In order that both roll, pitch, and floating body to experimental measurements. effects are modelled, the simplified full-car model Damper strut variation is not measured owing should consist of seven DOF [32] . For pitching to limited component availability, and therefore its effects only, a five-degree-of-freedom beam element variation information is based on expert opinion.
representing the sprung mass with front and rear Variability in the stiffness and damping properties of suspension unit masses can be analysed. Nonthe bush at the top mount are also assumed from linearity in model parameters such as damping drawing specifications. These design variables are characteristics, jounce bumper static force, and similar in the assumed and measured variable datarebound bumper static force are approximated with sets. The assumption of normal distributions may be a sixth-degree polynomial in the simplified model. inadequate, as some variables are naturally skewed This approximation introduces some uncertainty and bounded. As seen in Fig. 4 , the best-fit distriinto the model. In particular, damping characteristics bution for jounce stiffness was a three-parameter could be modelled more accurately with a piecewise Weibull. In view of the small sample sizes, these polynomial. variables were modelled by their equivalent normal distributions in this paper. The use of proper distri-5.2 Challenges faced bution types to describe variables could result in better characterization of variability associated with
The selection of integrator type, maximum step size, each variable.
and error tolerance could affect the accuracy of Also, increasing the sample size in the LHS (100 in simulation results. Generally, specifying a smaller this analysis) will improve the results from the error tolerance will render more accurate answers probabilistic model, as more random combinations but increase the time taken to run simulations as, are accounted for. Increasing the number of samples when the solution does not meet the error tolerance evaluated will produce a smoother histogram, and specified, the integrator will automatically reduce the therefore errors in fitting the best-fit distribution step size and then repeat the step. It is possible could be minimized. Methods for testing goodness explicitly to specify a maximum step size that the of fit, e.g. the chi-square, Anderson-Darling, and solver can attempt to minimize errors [33] . Reducing Kolmogorov-Smirnov methods [29] , could be used to both error tolerance and step size will increase the simulation time significantly, and these have to be minimize errors in distribution fitting and to deter-traded off with the accuracy of the results. This poses reported a case study evaluated as part of the effort in developing a framework for uncertainty characdifficulty, especially in probabilistic design where a large number of random systems are simulated.
terization in design simulation, using a systematic approach in recording uncertainty in data and model Experience learnt from this case study is that controlling error is difficult for a combination of systems representations.
The new and emerging opportunity for the applias the system dynamics change with parameter variations. Some integration error is still observed in cation of probabilistic design is also seen especially in automotive engineering to facilitate improved some of the pseudorandom systems. In probabilistic analysis, these systems with observed unrealistic understanding of the effects of variability in data representation on the uncertainties in the predicted extreme peaks could be subsequently filtered out given that the number of systems simulated is still results. The benefits of probabilistic designing include the assessment of a large number of possible system representative of population statistics. In the ADAMS model simulations, 4 out of 100 systems contained configurations, to include random effects that may not have been observed with nominal systems. As integration errors and are excluded in further probabilistic analyses. The full 100-system simulations in current sign-off of vehicles is frequently based on a very limited number of prototype tests, a probabilistic ADAMS take about 4 h to complete on a Pentium 4 1.8 GHz processor, for a 10 s duration simulated. The model will help assess, more confidently, the safety margins in such decisions (J. Devlukia, 2004, personal same number of systems in the simplified model simulated in VB requires only a few seconds. communication). Since durability of a vehicle depends on the design geometry, the material properties, and The integration error resulting in extreme peaks is important to control in DOE analyses. If such errors the loading environment, it is important to understand the effects of variations in design parameters are not minimized in DOE, the resulting parametric model may be invalid or erroneous because these on the system responses. The load predictions from these systems can then be fed into FEA models, errors are included in the fitted model. The sensitivity results will not be accurate and may be misleading.
which predict stresses and strains for fatigue analyses. Definition of loads in service for new variant vehicles In this case study DOE analysis, the time required to execute 256 runs ranges from 6 h to 2 days depending are often estimated from measurements on existing system, and propagated through MBS models on integrator type, error tolerance, and step size specified, which also affects the accuracy of the representing the dynamics of the variant system to predict the loads from the suspension system into results obtained.
One of the challenges anticipated is the difficulty the body. Methodology for estimating the likely effects of variability on the estimated loads into the in collation of statistical data owing to scarcity and lack of information published. Few examples body is required for improved confidence in the virtual modelling results. A detailed description of of publication in engineering have been observed to include statistical variation information, others parameter uncertainties on dynamic problems could be found in reference [34] . generally ignore this type of information (even though they may have been collected by the authors) [15] .
A breakthrough case study of a complex analysis of suspension dynamics was used to illustrate the In this case study, the first assumption of variability from several sources proved to be consistent with the propagation of uncertainty through models of different complexity using probabilistic methods, where measured data. the concept involved is generally applicable and should not be limited to this case only. The user could use any appropriate performance parameters 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS and transfer functions in their respective design analyses with the probabilistic design methods. It has Owing to pressure to reduce product development time and cost, there is an increasing need to replace been shown that both simplified and ADAMS models predict the pattern of top mount force well, with the time consuming and expensive prototype testing with computational simulations. However, until the simplified model having a greater systematic shift from the experimental measurement. Owing to the uncertainties in design simulation may be characterized effectively in a systematic manner, complete lack of knowledge of the actual PDF of the response in the physical system, results were compared with virtual modelling of products cannot be achieved. Uncertainty characterization in both data and model an experimental point to give an indication of the magnitudes of uncertainties associated with representations is crucial to improve confidence in analytical and computational models. This paper the models. For improved uncertainty modelling,
